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best selling book in english edition for indian coast guard navik gd general duty recruitment exam with objective type questions as per the latest syllabus given by the indian coast guard compare your performance with other students using smart answer sheets in edugorilla's indian coast guard navik gd general duty recruitment exam practice kit indian coast guard navik gd general duty recruitment exam preparation kit comes with 20 full length mock tests section i section ii with the best quality content increase your chances of selection by 14x indian coast guard navik gd general duty recruitment exam prep kit comes with well structured and 100 detailed solutions for all the questions clear exam with good grades using thoroughly researched content by experts what terms are currently up for debate in indian society how have their meanings changed over time this book highlights key words for modern india in everyday usage as well as in scholarly contexts encompassing over 250 key words across a wide range of topics including aesthetics and ceremony gender technology and economics past memories and future imaginaries these entries introduce some of the basic concepts that inform
the cultural unconscious of the Indian subcontinent in order to translate them into
critical tools for literary, political, cultural, and cognitive studies, inspired by Raymond
Williams' pioneering exploration of English culture and society through the study of
keywords. Keywords for India brings together more than 200 leading subcontinental
scholars to form a polyphonic collective. Their sustained engagement with an
incredibly diverse set of words enables a fearless interrogation of the panoply the
multitude, the shape shifter that is India, through its close investigation and
unpacking of words. This book investigates the various intellectual possibilities on
offer within the Indian subcontinent at the beginning of a fraught new millennium
desperately in need of fresh vocabularies. In this sense, Keywords for India presents
the world with many emancipatory memes from India. This book analyses
engagements with non-Shia practices of Muharram celebrations in the past and
present in South Asia and within a larger diaspora, breaking new ground by bringing
together a variety of regional perspectives, the Deccan, the Punjab, Singapore, South
Africa, and Trinidad and Tobago, and linguistic backgrounds—Bhojpuri, Gujarati, Marathi,
Punjabi, Tamil, Urdu. The chapters discuss the importance of Muharram celebrations in
terms of their respective actors, while in some cases these include an
interrelationship with Shia Muslims and their traditions of mourning during
Muharram. Other contributions address contexts in which Shias and even Muslims
form only a minor component of the celebrations or even none at all, focusing on
muḥarram celebrations that are beyond the script provided by shia muḥarram practices this book opens up new perspectives on muḥarram as a social practice widely shared by south asians across regions the book will be a key resource to scholars and students of south asian studies asian religion in particular rituals and religious practices and islamic studies but also engaging to non academic readers interested in the practices of several regions 1 magbook series deals with the preliminary examinations for civil series 2 it s a 2 in 1 series offers advantages of both magazine and book 3 the entire syllabus of indian polity and governance divided into 25 chapters 4 focuses on the topics and trends of question asked in previous years questions 5 offers chapterwise practice and well detailed explanations the previous years questions 6 more than 3000 mcqs for the revision of the topics 7 5 practice sets and 2 previous years solved papers sets for thorough practice 8 the book uses easy language for quick understanding preparing for the examinations like upsc state pcs or any other civil services papers students need to have a comprehensive complete and concrete knowledge about their subjects from the point of view exam arihant magbook series is a must for civil services pre examination state pcs other comprehensive examinations it s a 2 in 1 series that provides all the study material in concise and brief manner offering unique advantage of both magazines and books it comprehensively covers the syllabus of general studies portion of the upsc and state pcs preliminary examination the
current edition of magbook indian polity and governance covers every topic of politics and governance the whole syllabus has been divided into 25 chapters in this book it focuses on the topics and trends of questions which are asked in previous years civil services examinations further it provides chapterwise practice of the questions that build self confidence and skill adaption in the candidates and lastly it offers detailed explanations of previous years civil services examination in a easy language for quick understanding apart from topical coverage and previous years question this book also focuses on practice by providing with more than 3000 mcqs and 5 practice sets that help students to know latest pattern of the paper as well as its difficulty level this book is a must for the civil services aspirants as it help them to move a step ahead towards their aim table of content constitutional development salient features of indian constitution the preamble the union and its territory citizenship fundamental rights directive principles of state policy union executive parliament the judiciary state government centre state relations elections politician parties and pressure groups public service commissions official languages emergency provinces schedule and tribal areas local government constitutional statutory institutions governance public policy in india rights issues in india amendment of the constitution constitutional provisions regarding uts states and special status and tribunal glossary practice sets 1 5 previous years solved papers set 1 previous years solved papers set 2 1 magbook series deals with the
preliminary examinations for civil series 2 it's a 2 in 1 series offers advantages of both magazine and book 3 the entire syllabus of indian polity governance divided into 25 chapters 4 focuses on the topics and trends of question asked in previous years questions 5 offers chapterwise practice and well detailed explanations the previous years questions 6 more than 3000 mcqs for the revision of the topics 7 5 practice sets and 2 previous years solved papers sets for thorough practice 8 the book uses easy language for quick understanding fresh and new like a magazine deep comprehensive like a book here's presenting the revised edition of magbook indian polity governance that is designed to provide complete syllabus of general studies portion of the upsc and state pcs examination serving as resource book it proves to be an extremely useful tool for the aspirants as the book is divided into 25 chapters covering all the topics in a concise and note format apart from paying attention to theories sheer focus is given to the topics trends of questions provided in previous years civil services exams chapterwise practice questions are also mentioned to help students in easy remembrance and quick revision and lastly subjectwise detailed explanations of previous civil services exams including topical coverage of syllabus and previous years questions with more than 3000 mcqs this magbook of indian polity governance is a must for civil services pre examination state pcs and other competitive exams toc constitutional development salient features of indian constitution the preamble the union and its territory citizenship
fundamental rights directive principles of state policy union executive parliament
the judiciary state government centre state relations elections politician parties and
pressure groups public service commissions official languages emergency provinces
schedule and tribal areas local government constitutional statutory institutions
governance public policy in india rights issues in india amendment of the
constitution constitutional provisions regarding uts states and special status and
tribunal glossary practice sets 1 5 previous years solved papers set 1 previous years
solved papers set 2 taking india by storm prime minister narendra modi has been
one of the most talked about figures all around the world his enigmatic persona and
his forceful leadership have created a polarized world where some idolize him while
others question his motives and methods in an attempt to break the myths around
who narendra modi really is the author attempts to take us through a journey of the
leader s life his political aspirations his growth within the party his remarkable stint
in gujarat and his performance over the last two years in delhi the author identifies
the many formidable challenges modi faces as the leader of the world s largest
democracy that is in the midst of a complex transition and recommends measures
that modi must implement to deliver on his promises thereby enabling india to
realize its true potential what is the bhagavad gita is it just a religious text when
was it composed how relevant is it to the modern world this book answers these
foundational questions and more it critically examines the bhagavad gita in terms of

its liberal humanist and inclusive appeal bringing out its significance for both present times and novel applications the author elaborates the philosophy underlying the text as well as its ethical and spiritual implications he also responds to criticisms that have been levelled against the text by ambedkar d d kosambi and more recently amartya sen with additional material including chapter summaries of the bhagavad gita the second edition of the volume proposes new ways of utilising the text in diverse fields such as business and management and scientific research eclectic and accessible this work will be of interest to scholars of philosophy religion history business and management studies as well as the general reader many of you may think that it is all matter of past it happened then but it would not happen now have you also heard that history repeats itself do you believe in it have you studied history honestly enough have you had honest guides as your teachers and professors who systematically demonstrated to you whether history repeats itself or not post liberalisation india has witnessed a dramatic growth of the television industry as well as on screen images of the glitz and glamour of a vibrant shining india through a detailed ethnographic study of star news and star ananda involving interviews observations and content analysis this book explores the milieu of 24 hour private news channels in india today it offers insightful glimpses into the workings of one of the mightiest news corporations in the world and its ability to manufacture everyday reality for its audiences based on fieldwork in mumbai and 7/64
kolkata this study not only provides a detailed description of the television newsroom its rituals and rhythms but ventures beyond it to investigate how editorial and corporate strategies converge increasingly in an industry driven by profit through analysing how trps work to produce a non inclusive idea of the audience and examining hundreds of hours of news content the book explores how news channels construct a vision of nationhood and of a successful and vibrant economy that caters primarily to the needs of the resurgent indian middle class while it will be of particular interest to media and cultural studies scholars and students and to journalists and media professionals in general this lively engaging book also aims to give the general reader the wherewithal to analyse and critique the continuous barrage of 24 hour news television today for more than fifty years students and teachers have made the two volume resource sources of indian traditions their top pick for an accessible yet thorough introduction to indian and south asian civilizations volume 2 contains an essential selection of primary readings on the social intellectual and religious history of india from the decline of mughal rule in the eighteenth century to today it details the advent of the east india company british colonization the struggle for liberation the partition of 1947 and the creation of pakistan bangladesh and contemporary india this third edition now begins earlier than the first and second featuring a new chapter on eighteenth century intellectual and religious trends that set the stage for india s modern
development the editors have added material on gandhi and his reception both
technally and abroad and include different perspectives on and approaches to
partition and its aftermath they expand their portrait of post 1947 india and
pakistan and add perspectives on bangladesh the collection continues to be divided
thematically with a section devoted to the drafting of the indian constitution the rise
of nationalism the influence of western thought the conflict in kashmir nuclear
proliferation minority religions secularism and the role of the indian political left a
phenomenal text sources of indian traditions is more indispensable than ever for
courses in philosophy religion literature and intellectual and cultural history this
book examines the development of chinese children s literature from the late qing
to early republican era it highlights the transnational flows of knowledge texts and
cultures during a time when children s literature in china and the west was
developing rapidly drawing from a rich archive of periodicals novels tracts primers
and textbooks the author analyzes how chinese children s literature published by
protestant missionaries and chinese educators in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries presented varying notions of childhood in this period of
dramatic transition from the dynastic qing empire to the new republican china
young readers were offered different models of childhood some of which challenged
dominant confucian ideas of what it meant to be a child this volume sheds new light
on a little explored aspect of chinese literary history through its contributions to the
fields of children's literature book history missionary history and translation studies it enhances our understanding of the negotiations between chinese and western cultures that shaped the publication and reception of chinese texts for children best selling book in english edition for jharkhand prt primary teacher paper iii exam 2023 with objective type questions as per the latest syllabus compare your performance with other students using smart answer sheets in edugorilla's jharkhand prt primary teacher paper iii exam practice kit jharkhand prt primary teacher paper iii exam preparation kit comes with 10 practice tests with the best quality content increase your chances of selection by 16x jharkhand prt primary teacher paper iii exam prep kit comes with well structured and 100 detailed solutions for all the questions clear exam with good grades using thoroughly researched content by experts goyal brothers prakashan goyal brothers prakashan this book provides readers with a comprehensive and consistent treatment of trade policy in the higher education and media services sector across a range of asian economies goyal brothers prakashan best selling topic wise book for ssc general awareness exam with objective type questions as per the latest syllabus increase your chances of selection by 16x ssc general awareness notes book comes with well structured content chapter wise practice tests for your self evaluation clear exam with good grades using thoroughly researched content by experts wing commander retd shashikant oak of pune has a great contribution in bringing the naadi palm leaf based astrological system into
limelight for about past 18 years he has been conducting an original research on
the aforesaid system his research includes various scientific angles and has given
the whole subject a new dimension to conduct the original research he has visited
almost all the naadi centers in india during the course of last 18 years apart from
individually meeting a thousands of persons to take on account the firsthand
experiences he has also presented a detailed paper called comparative study
nostradamus and naadi granthas this revised and enlarged edition includes fresh
astonishing experiences such as readings from blank paper appearance of vibhooti
upon the palm leaf shocking episodes of group caption rakesh nanda throwing light
on the ancient maharishi s wisdom available in india first time more than 220
addresses from all over indian states have been presented in alphabetical order
excerpts from the interview of padamshree dr vijay bhaskar as i am a scientist while
thinking about the naadi palm leaves my entire focal point was the computational
aspect of it how do the maharishis know in advance the names and other
information about the native after an in depth study i conclude if the
supercomputers of ten years from today compute this information it will take 10 00
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 calculations to collect information of one native simply
putting it is mathematically impossible in the terms of computer science this is
referred to as the np complete problem here is sample how the name of a person
appears in the leaf first published in 1999 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an

informa company marking a departure from studies on history and literature in colonial india the oppressive present explores the emergence of social consciousness as a result of and in response to the colonial mediation in the late nineteenth century in focusing on contemporary literature in hindi bengali gujarati and marathi it charts an epochal change in the gradual loss of the old pre colonial self and the configuration of a new colonized self it reveals that the oppressive present of generations of subjugated indians remains so for their freed descendants the consciousness of those colonized generations continues to characterize the modern educated indian the book proposes ambivalence rather than binary categories such as communalism and nationalism communalism and secularism modernity and tradition as key to understanding the making of this consciousness this cross disciplinary volume will prove essential to scholars and students of modern and contemporary indian history and society comparative literature and post colonial studies designed for undergraduate and graduate courses on indian civilization and history this text provides a sweeping look at the long and varied history of india and how this complex legacy has shaped and is shaping the nation's modern polity it offers unique political historical coverage of india from pre history into the 21st century drawing on solid ethnographic fieldwork as well as many hours of interviews leprosy and a life in south india journeys with a tamil brahmin tells the life story of das a tamil brahmin born in the newly post colonial india of the early
1950s after being diagnosed with leprosy das spent over a decade on the streets of bombay and madras learning to survive as an unofficial station porter hotel bellhop and sometimes tourist guide he won and lost fortunes on horses he gambled and he learned firsthand of the pleasures to be had in bombay s red light district but for all the joy that comes through so vividly in his account das s story unfolds against a backdrop of everyday violence and hardship re investigated through the prism of an individual life what are often presented as the rigid social categories of caste religion and kinship come to be seen in fresh new ways through this life history account leprosy in south india captures all this in ways conventional accounts do not offering a unique take on what it is to be an indian in contemporary india marathi is the official language of maharashtra state in india old marathi is the classical written form of the language as it appears in the abundant literature and inscriptions dating from around 1000 to 1350 b c e this dictionary the only one of its kind is based on all known inscriptions and literary sources from the old marathi period for each word it offers a transliteration an abbreviation indicating the grammatical category an indication of etymology where known the attested meaning with variants and a citation or citations illustrating the use of the word in old marathi sources an invaluable encyclopedia of hinduism hinduism is one of the world s oldest religions an amalgam of diverse beliefs and schools it originates in the vedas and is rooted in indian culture hinduism an alphabetical guide illuminates
complex philosophical concepts through lucid definitions a historical perspective and incisive analyses it examines various aspects of hinduism covering festivals and rituals gods and goddesses philosophers memorials aesthetics and sacred plants and animals the author also explores pivotal ideas including moksha karma dharma and samsara and details the diverse commentaries on the bhagavad gita and other important texts citing extensively from the regional languages the book describes hinduism’s innumerable myths and legends and looks at the many versions of texts including the ramayana and mahabharata placing each entry in its historical context and tracing its evolution to the present outlines all eighteen major puranas the 108 upanishads and a selection of vaishnava sahiva and tantric texts provides quotations from rare original texts a product of years of research with a wide range of entries inspired by egalitarian doctrines the dalit communities in india have been fighting for basic human and civic rights since the middle of the nineteenth century in this book shailaja paik focuses on the struggle of dalit women in one arena the realm of formal education and examines a range of interconnected social cultural and political questions what did education mean to women how did changes in women’s education affect their views of themselves and their domestic work public employment marriage sexuality and childbearing and rearing what does the dissonance between the rhetoric and practice of secular education tell us about the deeper historical entanglement with modernity as experienced by dalit communities.
Dalit women's education in modern India is a social and cultural history that challenges the triumphant narrative of modern secular education to analyse the constellation of social, economic, political, and historical circumstances that both opened and closed opportunities to many dalits by focusing on marginalised dalit women in modern Maharashtra who have rarely been at the centre of systematic historical enquiry. Paik breathes life into their ideas, expectations, potentials, fears, and frustrations addressing two major blind spots in the historiography of India and of the women's movement. She historicises dalit women's experiences and constructs them as historical agents. The book combines archival research with historical fieldwork and centres on themes including slum life, urban middle classes, social and sexual labour, and family marriage and children to provide a penetrating portrait of the actions and lives of dalit women elegantly conceived and convincingly argued. Dalit women's education in modern India will be invaluable to students of history, caste politics, women and gender studies, education studies, urban studies, and Asian studies.
about the pattern and toughness of the questions asked in the examination the
book contains 3640 milestone mcq s from the above 31 question papers the
strength of the book lies in the originality of its question papers and errorless
solutions the solution of each and every question is provided in detail step by step
so as to provide 100 concept clarity to the students recent years have seen the
emergence of a virulent version of hindu nationalism and fundamentalism in india
under the banner of hindutva this xenophobic movement has obfuscated and
mystified the notion of hindu identity and reinforced its stereotypes its arguments
range from the patently unscientific humankind was created in india as was the first
civilisation to historical whitewash hinduism has continued in one unchanged form
for 5000 years hinduism has always been a tolerant faith rethinking hindu identity
offers a corrective based on a deep and detailed reading of indian history written in
a riveting style this study provides a fresh history of hinduism its practices its
beliefs its differences and inconsistencies and its own myths about itself along the
way the book systematically demolishes the arguments of hindu fundamentalism
and nationalism revealing how the real history of hinduism is much more complex
the thoroughly revised updated 3rd edition of cds 12 years mathematics english
general knowledge topic wise solved papers 2007 feb 2018 feb consists of last 12
years both feb and november papers from 2007 paper 1 2018 paper 1 solved
papers of elementary mathematics english and general knowledge distributed into
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42 topics in all there are 23 question papers from 2007 to 2018 which have been divided into the above discussed 42 topics. Practicing these questions aspirants will come to know about the pattern and toughness of the questions asked in the examination. All the papers are divided into the following sections: Section I Mathematics which is divided into 25 topics; Section II English divided into 8 topics; Section III General Knowledge divided into 9 topics. The book contains 6460 milestone MCQs. From the above 23 question papers, the strength of the book lies in the originality of its question papers and errorless solutions. The solution of each and every question is provided in detail step by step so as to provide 100% concept clarity to the students. The presented book Jpsc General Studies Preliminary Examination 2024 Paper I, Paper II is thoroughly written on the basis of the latest syllabus. The book is divided into two main parts: Paper I General Studies I and Paper II General Studies II. In Part I of the book, subjects comprise as History of India, Geography of India, Indian Polity, Governance, Economic Sustainable Development, Science, Technology, National International Current Events, and General Questions of Miscellaneous Nature. In Part II, the book deals with all about Jharkhand as History of Jharkhand, Jharkhand Movement, Unique Identity of Jharkhand, Folk Culture, Dance, Music, Instruments, Tourist Places, Jharkhand Literature, and Litterateur. Major educational institutes, sports, land related law, history of economic development, major schemes, forest management, wildlife conservation, work environment, adaptation, disaster management.
miscellaneous fact along with current event etc the book has taken into consideration the most of the core topics of aspirants the book is extremely useful for the candidates preparing competitive exams and wishing to achieve the goal with high dreams in addition to providing the first english translation of the anticolonial marathi classic kichaka vadha this volume is the only edition of the play in any language to provide an extensive historical critical analysis which draws on a comprehensive range of archival documents it is also the first study to locate this landmark text within such an expansive theatre historical and political landscape globalization nationalism and the text of kichaka vadha illuminates the complex policies and mechanisms of theatrical censorship in the british raj and offers many rare production photographs this book examines the differences and similarities between warfare in china and india before 1870 both conceptually and on the battlefield by focusing on chinese and indian warfare the book breaks the intellectual paradigm requiring non western histories and cultures to be compared to the west and allows scholarship on two of the oldest civilizations to be brought together an international group of scholars compare and contrast the modes and conceptions of warfare in china and india providing important original contributions to the growing study of asian military history between may 1948 and december 1951 israel received approximately 684 000 immigrants from across the globe the arrival of so many ethnic linguistic and cultural groups to such a small place in such
a short time was unprecedented and the new country was ill prepared to absorb its new citizens the first years of the state were marked by war agricultural failure a housing crisis health epidemics a terrible culture clash and a struggle between the religious authorities and the secular government over who was going to control the state in from india to israel joseph hodes examines israel s first decades through the perspective of an indian jewish community the bene israel who would go on to play an important role in the creation of the state he describes how a community of relatively high status and free from persecution under the british raj left the recently independent india for fear of losing status only to encounter bias and prejudice in their new country in 1960 a decision made by the religious authorities to ban the bene israel from marrying other jews on the grounds that they were not pure jews set in motion a civil rights struggle between the indian community and the religious authority with far reaching implications after a drawn out struggle and under pressure from both the government and the people the bene israel were declared acceptable for marriage a detailed look at how one immigrant community fought to maintain their place within a religion and a society from india to israel raises important questions about the state of israel and its earliest struggles to absorb the diversity in its midst 1 the entire syllabus has been divided into sections 2 questions covered in the book contains answers side by side 3 provides recent years general studies questions 4 authentic and detailed solution have been given
as per latest pattern 5 each chapter contains variety of questions designed on the line of syllabus in order to crack the hard of the competitions one is required have a vigorous preparations and practice of the subjects bringing you the updated edition of the 6250 objective questions on general studies a compendium of objective questions which will significantly improve the knowledge of the aspiring students this question bank focuses on indian history culture india world geography env eco indian polity indian economy general science science technology general knowledge and current affairs and every section is divided into sub sections as the titles suggest it contains more than 6250 objective questions covering general studies subject with authentic and detailed answers to the questions aspirants get an insight into the recent examination pattern and the types of questions asked therein the book is the best preparation material for general studies for upsc csat state pcs cds nda etc toc history geography indian polity indian economy general science general knowledge when a letter from an indian historian arrives out of the blue and informs leading academic bart moore gilbert that his beloved deceased father a member of the indian police before independence took part in the abuse of civilians his world is shaken as cherished childhood memories are challenged he sets out in search of the truth discovering much about the end of empire the state of india today and whether his father as one of the many characters on his quest claims really was a terrorist crisscrossing western india and following leads from bustling
mumbai to remote rural locations moore gilbert pieces together the truth
discovering that the story of his father s life links today s politics with the past s
colonial india with its modern incarnation terrorism across the ages and father with
son the setting sun is at once an extraordinary meditative voyage across india a
story of the dying days of an empire and a gripping family history devotees of sri
datta have always have a curiosity about the life of swami samartha while trying to
understand his personality his work and the whole purpose of his life kardaliwan can
hardly be left out as it is a most important part of his biography it has always been
believed to be an inaccessible place and truly very few people have been inside it
and yet in spite of its difficult location and the aura of mystery that it carries the
forest can be explored if one is so fortunate as to have the blessings of swami at his
back the author has given many historical references and explanations on various
issues connected with kardaliwan which will help to clear such misunderstandings
as prevail in the masses the work discusses in detail different facets of kardaliwan
ranging from ecology to spirituality there are also chapters on such topics like
annadana penance hospitality the three incarnations of sri datta the holy datta
places and various chants with their meaning and importance this makes the work
an important reference book for devotees as well as researchers 中世インドの歴史 の姉妹編
this engaging volume of memoirs recounts the unique experiences of an english
buddhist monk working in the mid 1950s to revive buddhism in the land of its birth
sangharakshita’s lyrical descriptions evoke the kaleidoscope of the Indian landscape in delightful detail with candour; he relates his grittier encounters with royalty and religion, poverty and politics, corruption and ignorance. Western policymakers, political activists, and academics alike see patronage as the chief enemy of open democratic societies. Patronage for them is a corrupting force, a hallmark of failed and failing states, and the obverse of everything that good modern governance ought to be.

South Asia poses a frontal challenge for this consensus. Here, the world’s most populous, pluralist, and animated democracy is also a hotbed of corruption with persistently startling levels of inequality. Patronage as politics in South Asia confronts this paradox with calm erudition. Sixteen essays by anthropologists, historians, and political scientists show from a wide range of cultural and historical angles that in South Asia, patronage is no feudal residue or retrograde political pressure but a political form vital in its own right. This volume suggests that patronage is no foe to South Asia’s burgeoning democratic cultures but may in fact be their main driving force.

Who is responsible for the Mahatma’s death? Just one single but determined fanatic. The whole ideology of Hindu nationalism, the ruling Congress led government which failed to protect him or a vast majority of Indians and their descendants who considered Gandhi irrelevant. Such questions mean that Gandhi even after his tragic and brutal death continues to haunt India perhaps more effectively in his afterlife than when he was alive.
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Mahatma Gandhi is a groundbreaking and profound analysis of the assassination of the father of the nation and its after effects. Paranjape argues that such a catastrophic event during the very birth pangs of a new nation placed a huge burden of oedipal guilt on Indians and that this is the reason for the massive repression of the murder in India's political psyche. The enduring influence of Gandhi is analysed including his spectral presence in Indian cinema. The book culminates in Paranjape's reading of Gandhi's last six months in Delhi where from the very edge of the grave he wrought what was perhaps his greatest miracle—the saving of Delhi and thus of India itself from internecine bloodshed. This evocative and moving meditation into the meaning of the Mahatma's death will be relevant to scholars of Indian political and cultural history as well as those with an interest in Gandhi and contemporary India.
Indian Coast Guard Navik GD (General Duty) | 1100+ Solved Questions [20 Mock Tests (Section I + Section II)]
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best selling book in english edition for indian coast guard navik gd general duty recruitment exam with objective type questions as per the latest syllabus given by the indian coast guard compare your performance with other students using smart answer sheets in edugorilla's indian coast guard navik gd general duty recruitment exam practice kit indian coast guard navik gd general duty recruitment exam preparation kit comes with 20 full length mock tests section i section ii with the best quality content increase your chances of selection by 14x indian coast guard navik gd general duty recruitment exam prep kit comes with well structured and 100 detailed solutions for all the questions clear exam with good grades using thoroughly researched content by experts
Keywords for India

2020-02-20

what terms are currently up for debate in indian society how have their meanings changed over time this book highlights key words for modern india in everyday usage as well as in scholarly contexts encompassing over 250 key words across a wide range of topics including aesthetics and ceremony gender technology and economics past memories and future imaginaries these entries introduce some of the basic concepts that inform the cultural unconscious of the indian subcontinent in order to translate them into critical tools for literary political cultural and cognitive studies inspired by raymond williams pioneering exploration of english culture and society through the study of keywords keywords for india brings together more than 200 leading sub continental scholars to form a polyphonic collective their sustained engagement with an incredibly diverse set of words enables a fearless interrogation of the panoply the multitude the shape shifter that is india through its close investigation and unpacking of words this book investigates the various intellectual possibilities on offer within the indian subcontinent at the beginning of a fraught new millennium desperately in need of fresh vocabularies in this sense keywords for india presents the world with many
emancipatory memes from india

Non-Shia Practices of Muḥarram in South Asia and the Diaspora

2021-09-27

This book analyses engagements with non-shia practices of muḥarram celebrations in the past and present in south asia and within a larger diaspora breaking new ground by bringing together a variety of regional perspectives the deccan the punjab singapore south africa and trinidad and tobago and linguistic backgrounds bhojpuri gujarati marathi punjabi tamil urdu the chapters discuss the importance of muḥarram celebrations in terms of their respective actors while in some cases these include an interrelationship with shia muslims and their traditions of mourning during muḥarram other contributions address contexts in which shias and even muslims form only a minor component of the celebrations or even none at all at focusing on muḥarram celebrations that are beyond the script provided by shia muḥarram practices this book opens up new perspectives on muḥarram as a social practice widely shared by south asians across regions the book will be a key resource to scholars and students of south asian studies asian religion in particular.
rituals and religious practices and islamic studies but also engaging to non academic readers interested in the practices of several regions

**Magbook Indian Polity & Governance 2020**

2020-07-30

1 magbook series deals with the preliminary examinations for civil series 2 it s a 2 in 1 series offers advantages of both magazine and book 3 the entire syllabus of indian polity and governance divided into 25 chapters 4 focuses on the topics and trends of question asked in previous years questions 5 offers chapterwise practice and well detailed explanations the previous years questions 6 more than 3000 mcqs for the revision of the topics 7 5 practice sets and 2 previous years solved papers sets for thorough practice 8 the book uses easy language for quick understanding preparing for the examinations like upsc state pcs or any other civil services papers students need to have a comprehensive complete and concrete knowledge about their subjects from the point of view exam arihant magbook series is a must for civil services pre examination state pcs other comprehensive examinations it s a 2 in 1 series that provides all the study material in concise and brief manner offering unique advantage of both magazines and books it comprehensively covers the
syllabus of general studies portion of the upsc and state pcs preliminary examination the current edition of magbook indian polity and governance covers every topic of politics and governance the whole syllabus has been divided into 25 chapters in this book it focuses on the topics and trends of questions which are asked in previous years civil services examinations further it provides chapterwise practice of the questions that build self confidence and skill adaption in the candidates and lastly it offers detailed explanations of previous years civil services examination in a easy language for quick understanding apart from topical coverage and previous years question this book also focuses on practice by providing with more than 3000 mcqs and 5 practice sets that help students to know latest pattern of the paper as well as its difficulty level this book is a must for the civil services aspirants as it help them to move a step ahead towards their aim table of content constitutional development salient features of indian constitution the preamble the union and its territory citizenship fundamental rights directive principles of state policy union executive parliament the judiciary state government centre state relations elections politician parties and pressure groups public service commissions official languages emergency provinces schedule and tribal areas local government constitutional statutory institutions governance public policy in india rights issues in india amendment of the constitution constitutional provisions regarding uts states and special status and tribunal glossary practice sets 1 5
Magbook Indian Polity & Governance for Civil services prelims/state PCS & other Competitive Exam 2022

2021-12-20

1 magbook series deals with the preliminary examinations for civil series 2 it s a 2 in 1 series offers advantages of both magazine and book 3 the entire syllabus of indian polity governance divided into 25 chapters 4 focuses on the topics and trends of question asked in previous years questions 5 offers chapterwise practice and well detailed explanations the previous years questions 6 more than 3000 mcqs for the revision of the topics 7 5 practice sets and 2 previous years solved papers sets for thorough practice 8 the book uses easy language for quick understanding fresh and new like a magazine deep comprehensive like a book here s presenting the revised edition of magbook indian polity governance that is designed to provide complete syllabus of general studies portion of the upsc and state pcs examination serving as resource book it proves to be an extremely useful tool for the aspirants

2024-01-18
as the book is divided into 25 chapters covering all the topics in a concise and note format apart from paying attention to theories sheer focus is given to the topics trends of questions provided in previous years civil services exams chapterwise practice questions are also mentioned to help students in easy remembrance and quick revision and lastly subjectwise detailed explanations of previous civil services exams including topical coverage of syllabus and previous years questions with more than 3000 mcqs this magbook of indian polity governance is a must for civil services pre examination state pcs and other competitive exams toc constitutional development salient features of indian constitution the preamble the union and its territory citizenship fundamental rights directive principles of state policy union executive parliament the judiciary state government centre state relations elections politician parties and pressure groups public service commissions official languages emergency provinces schedule and tribal areas local government constitutional statutory institutions governance public policy in india rights issues in india amendment of the constitution constitutional provisions regarding uts states and special status and tribunal glossary practice sets 1 5 previous years solved papers set 1 previous years solved papers set 2
Modi and His Challenges

2016-06-30

taking india by storm prime minister narendra modi has been one of the most talked about figures all around the world his enigmatic persona and his forceful leadership have created a polarized world where some idolize him while others question his motives and methods in an attempt to break the myths around who narendra modi really is the author attempts to take us through a journey of the leader s life his political aspirations his growth within the party his remarkable stint in gujarat and his performance over the last two years in delhi the author identifies the many formidable challenges modi faces as the leader of the world s largest democracy that is in the midst of a complex transition and recommends measures that modi must implement to deliver on his promises thereby enabling india to realize its true potential

The Bhagavad-Gita for the Modern Reader

2019-03-20
what is the bhagavad gita is it just a religious text when was it composed how relevant is it to the modern world this book answers these foundational questions and more it critically examines the bhagavad gita in terms of its liberal humanist and inclusive appeal bringing out its significance for both present times and novel applications the author elaborates the philosophy underlying the text as well as its ethical and spiritual implications he also responds to criticisms that have been levelled against the text by ambedkar d d kosambi and more recently amartya sen with additional material including chapter summaries of the bhagavad gita the second edition of the volume proposes new ways of utilising the text in diverse fields such as business and management and scientific research eclectic and accessible this work will be of interest to scholars of philosophy religion history business and management studies as well as the general reader

**Muslim India Will be Like THIS**

2014-12-16

many of you may think that it is all matter of past it happened then but it would not happen now have you also heard that history repeats itself do you believe in it have you studied history honestly enough have you had honest guides as your teachers
and professors who systematically demonstrated to you whether history repeats itself or not

**Making News in India**

2014-03-14

post liberalisation India has witnessed a dramatic growth of the television industry as well as on screen images of the glitz and glamour of a vibrant shining India through a detailed ethnographic study of Star News and Star Ananda involving interviews, observations, and content analysis. This book explores the milieu of 24 hour private news channels in India today. It offers insightful glimpses into the workings of one of the mightiest news corporations in the world and its ability to manufacture everyday reality for its audiences based on fieldwork in Mumbai and Kolkata. This study not only provides a detailed description of the television newsroom, its rituals and rhythms, but ventures beyond it to investigate how editorial and corporate strategies converge increasingly in an industry driven by profit. Through analysing how TRPs work, the book explores how news channels construct a vision of nationhood and of a successful and vibrant
economy that caters primarily to the needs of the resurgent Indian middle class while it will be of particular interest to media and cultural studies scholars and students and to journalists and media professionals in general. This lively, engaging book also aims to give the general reader the wherewithal to analyse and critique the continuous barrage of 24 hour news television today.

**Sources of Indian Traditions**

2014-04-08

For more than fifty years, students and teachers have made the two-volume resource *Sources of Indian Traditions* their top pick for an accessible yet thorough introduction to Indian and South Asian civilizations. Volume 2 contains an essential selection of primary readings on the social, intellectual, and religious history of India from the decline of Mughal rule in the eighteenth century to today. It details the advent of the East India Company, British colonization, the struggle for liberation, the partition of 1947, and the creation of Pakistan, Bangladesh, and contemporary India. This third edition now begins earlier than the first and second, featuring a new chapter on eighteenth-century intellectual and religious trends that set the stage for India's modern development. The editors have added material on Gandhi and his reception.
both nationally and abroad and include different perspectives on and approaches to partition and its aftermath they expand their portrait of post 1947 india and pakistan and add perspectives on bangladesh the collection continues to be divided thematically with a section devoted to the drafting of the indian constitution the rise of nationalism the influence of western thought the conflict in kashmir nuclear proliferation minority religions secularism and the role of the indian political left a phenomenal text sources of indian traditions is more indispensable than ever for courses in philosophy religion literature and intellectual and cultural history

Children’s Literature and Transnational Knowledge in Modern China

2019-04-29

this book examines the development of chinese children s literature from the late qing to early republican era it highlights the transnational flows of knowledge texts and cultures during a time when children s literature in china and the west was developing rapidly drawing from a rich archive of periodicals novels tracts primers and textbooks the author analyzes how chinese children s literature published by protestant missionaries and chinese educators in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries presented varying notions of childhood in this period of dramatic transition from the dynastic qing empire to the new republican china. young readers were offered different models of childhood some of which challenged dominant confucian ideas of what it meant to be a child. this volume sheds new light on a little explored aspect of chinese literary history through its contributions to the fields of children's literature, book history, missionary history, and translation studies. it enhances our understanding of the negotiations between chinese and western cultures that shaped the publication and reception of chinese texts for children.


2020-04-01

best selling book in english edition for jharkhand prt primary teacher paper iii exam 2023 with objective type questions as per the latest syllabus compare your performance with other students using smart answer sheets in edugorilla’s jharkhand prt primary teacher paper iii exam practice kit jharkhand prt primary
teacher paper iii exam preparation kit comes with 10 practice tests with the best quality content increase your chances of selection by 16x jharkhand prt primary teacher paper iii exam prep kit comes with well structured and 100 detailed solutions for all the questions clear exam with good grades using thoroughly researched content by experts

Social Studies for Juniors Book 4

2020-04-16

goyal brothers prakashan

Exploring Social Studies for Class 4

2014-06-05

goyal brothers prakashan
Trade Policy in Asia: Higher Education and Media Services

2019-04-01

This book provides readers with a comprehensive and consistent treatment of trade policy in the higher education and media services sector across a range of Asian economies.

Essential Social Studies Book for class 3

2022-10-01

goyal brothers prakashan

SSC General Awareness Chapter Wise Note Book |
Complete Preparation Guide For CGL/CPO/CHSL/GD/MTS

2014-02-18

best selling topic wise book for ssc general awareness exam with objective type questions as per the latest syllabus increase your chances of selection by 16x ssc general awareness notes book comes with well structured content chapter wise practice tests for your self evaluation clear exam with good grades using thoroughly researched content by experts

Naadi Predictions

2014-07-10

wing commander retd shashikant oak of pune has a great contribution in bringing the naadi palm leaf based astrological system into limelight for about past 18 years he has been conducting an original research on the aforesaid system his research includes various scientific angles and has given the whole subject a new dimension
to conduct the original research he has visited almost all the naadi centers in India during the course of last 18 years apart from individually meeting a thousands of persons to take on account the firsthand experiences he has also presented a detailed paper called comparative study nostradamus and naadi granthas this revised and enlarged edition includes fresh astonishing experiences such as readings from blank paper appearance of vibhooti upon the palm leaf shocking episodes of group caption rakesh nanda throwing light on the ancient maharishi s wisdom available in India first time more than 220 addresses from all over Indian states have been presented in alphabetical order excerpts from the interview of padamshree dr vijay bhaskar as i am a scientist while thinking about the naadi palm leaves my entire focal point was the computational aspect of it how do the maharishis know in advance the names and other information about the native after an in depth study i conclude if the supercomputers of ten years from today compute this information it will take 10 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 calculations to collect information of one native simply putting it is mathematically impossible in the terms of computer science this is referred to as the np complete problem here is sample how the name of a person appears in the leaf
The Oppressive Present

2014-12-18

marking a departure from studies on history and literature in colonial india the oppressive present explores the emergence of social consciousness as a result of and in response to the colonial mediation in the late nineteenth century in focusing on contemporary literature in hindi bengali gujarati and marathi it charts an epochal change in the gradual loss of the old pre colonial self and the configuration of a new colonized self it reveals that the oppressive present of generations of subjugated indians remains so for their freed descendants the consciousness of those colonized generations continues to characterize the modern educated indian the book proposes ambivalence rather than binary categories such as communalism and nationalism communalism and secularism modernity and tradition as key to
understanding the making of this consciousness this cross disciplinary volume will prove essential to scholars and students of modern and contemporary indian history and society comparative literature and post colonial studies

The Making of India

2014-06-05

designed for undergraduate and graduate courses on indian civilization and history this text provides a sweeping look at the long and varied history of india and how this complex legacy has shaped and is shaping the nation’s modern polity it offers unique political historical coverage of india from pre history into the 21st century

Leprosy and a Life in South India

2000

drawing on solid ethnographic fieldwork as well as many hours of interviews leprosy and a life in south india journeys with a tamil brahmin tells the life story of das a tamil brahmin born in the newly post colonial india of the early 1950s after being
diagnosed with leprosy Das spent over a decade on the streets of Bombay and Madras learning to survive as an unofficial station porter, hotel bellhop, and sometimes tourist guide. He won and lost fortunes on horses he gambled and learned firsthand of the pleasures to be had in Bombay’s red light district. But for all the joy that comes through so vividly in his account, Das’s story unfolds against a backdrop of everyday violence and hardship. Reinvestigated through the prism of an individual life, what are often presented as the rigid social categories of caste, religion, and kinship come to be seen in fresh new ways through this life history account. Leprosy in South India captures all this in ways conventional accounts do not, offering a unique take on what it is to be an Indian in contemporary India.

A Dictionary of Old Marathi

2014-04-18

Marathi is the official language of Maharashtra State in India. Old Marathi is the classical written form of the language as it appears in the abundant literature and inscriptions dating from around 1000 to 1350 B.C.E. This dictionary, the only one of its kind, is based on all known inscriptions and literary sources from the Old Marathi period. For each word, it offers a transliteration, an abbreviation indicating the
grammatical category an indication of etymology where known the attested meaning with variants and a citation or citations illustrating the use of the word in old marathi sources

Hinduism

2014-07-11

an invaluable encyclopedia of hinduism hinduism is one of the world s oldest religions an amalgam of diverse beliefs and schools it originates in the vedas and is rooted in indian culture hinduism an alphabetical guide illuminates complex philosophical concepts through lucid definitions a historical perspective and incisive analyses it examines various aspects of hinduism covering festivals and rituals gods and goddesses philosophers memorials aesthetics and sacred plants and animals the author also explores pivotal ideas including moksha karma dharma and samsara and details the diverse commentaries on the bhagavad gita and other important texts citing extensively from the regional languages the book describes hinduism s innumerable myths and legends and looks at the many versions of texts including the ramayana and mahabharata placing each entry in its historical context and tracing its evolution to the present outlines all eighteen major puranas the 108
upanishads and a selection of vaishnava sahiva and tantric texts provides quotations from rare original texts a product of years of research with a wide range of entries

**Dalit Women's Education in Modern India**

2020-08-18

inspired by egalitarian doctrines the dalit communities in india have been fighting for basic human and civic rights since the middle of the nineteenth century in this book shailaja paik focuses on the struggle of dalit women in one arena the realm of formal education and examines a range of interconnected social cultural and political questions what did education mean to women how did changes in women s education affect their views of themselves and their domestic work public employment marriage sexuality and childbearing and rearing what does the dissonance between the rhetoric and practice of secular education tell us about the deeper historical entanglement with modernity as experienced by dalit communities dalit women s education in modern india is a social and cultural history that challenges the triumphant narrative of modern secular education to analyse the constellation of social economic political and historical circumstances that both
opened and closed opportunities to many dalits by focusing on marginalised dalit women in modern maharashtra who have rarely been at the centre of systematic historical enquiry paik breathes life into their ideas expectations potentials fears and frustrations addressing two major blind spots in the historiography of india and of the women’s movement she historicises dalit women’s experiences and constructs them as historical agents the book combines archival research with historical fieldwork and centres on themes including slum life urban middle classes social and sexual labour and family marriage and children to provide a penetrating portrait of the actions and lives of dalit women elegantly conceived and convincingly argued dalit women’s education in modern india will be invaluable to students of history caste politics women and gender studies education studies urban studies and asian studies

CDS & CDS OTA 14 Years General Knowledge Topic wise Solved Papers (2007-2020)

2022-05-10

cds cds ota 16 years general knowledge topic wise solved papers 2007 2022 3rd edition cds cds ota 16 years general knowledge topic wise solved papers 2007 feb
2022 April consists of last 16 years from 2007 paper 1 2022 paper 1 solved papers of general knowledge distributed into 9 topics in all there are 31 question papers from 2007 to 2022 which have been divided into the above discussed 9 topics practicing these questions aspirants will come to know about the pattern and toughness of the questions asked in the examination the book contains 3640 milestone MCQs from the above 31 question papers the strength of the book lies in the originality of its question papers and errorless solutions the solution of each and every question is provided in detail step by step so as to provide 100 concept clarity to the students


2014-12-18

Recent years have seen the emergence of a virulent version of Hindu nationalism and fundamentalism in India under the banner of Hindutva this xenophobic movement has obfuscated and mystified the notion of Hindu identity and reinforced
its stereotypes its arguments range from the patently unscientific humankind was created in india as was the first civilisation to historical whitewash hinduism has continued in one unchanged form for 5000 years hinduism has always been a tolerant faith rethinking hindu identity offers a corrective based on a deep and detailed reading of indian history written in a riveting style this study provides a fresh history of hinduism its practices its beliefs its differences and inconsistencies and its own myths about itself along the way the book systematically demolishes the arguments of hindu fundamentalism and nationalism revealing how the real history of hinduism is much more complex

**Rethinking Hindu Identity**

2024-01-19

the thoroughly revised updated 3rd edition of cds 12 years mathematics english general knowledge topic wise solved papers 2007 feb 2018 feb consists of last 12 years both feb and november papers from 2007 paper 1 2018 paper 1 solved papers of elementary mathematics english and general knowledge distributed into 42 topics in all there are 23 question papers from 2007 to 2018 i which have been divided into the above discussed 42 topics practicing these questions aspirants will
come to know about the pattern and toughness of the questions asked in the examination all the papers are divided into following sections section i mathematics which is distributed into 25 topics section ii english is divided into 8 topics section iii general knowledge is divided into 9 topics the book contains 6460 milestone mcq s from the above 23 question papers the strength of the book lies in the originality of its question papers and errorless solutions the solution of each and every question is provided in detail step by step so as to provide 100 concept clarity to the students

**CDS 12 Years Topic-wise Solved Papers**  

2014-07-15

the presented book jpsc general studies preliminary examination 2024 paper i paper ii thoroughly written on the basis of latest syllabus the book is divided into two main parts paper i general studies i and paper ii general studies ii in part i of the book subjects comprise as history of india geography of india indian polity
governance economic sustainable development science technology national international current events and general questions of miscellaneous nature in part ii

the book deals with all about jharkhand as history of jharkhand jharkhand movement unique identity of jharkhand folk culture dance music instruments tourist places jharkhand literature and litterateur major educational institute sports land related law history of economic development major schemes forest management wild life conservation work environment adaptation disaster management miscellaneous fact along with current event etc the book has taken into consideration the most of the core topics of aspirants the book is extremely useful for the candidates preparing competitive exams and wishing to achieve the goal with high dreams

JPSC - Jharkhand Public Service Commission
General Studies Preliminary Examination—2024
Paper-I & Paper-II

2014-12-17

in addition to providing the first english translation of the anticolonial marathi
classic kichaka vadha this volume is the only edition of the play in any language to provide an extensive historical critical analysis which draws on a comprehensive range of archival documents it is also the first study to locate this landmark text within such an expansive theatre historical and political landscape globalization nationalism and the text of kichaka vadha illuminates the complex policies and mechanisms of theatrical censorship in the british raj and offers many rare production photographs

**Globalization, Nationalism and the Text of Kichaka-Vadha**

2014-04-01

this book examines the differences and similarities between warfare in china and india before 1870 both conceptually and on the battlefield by focusing on chinese and indian warfare the book breaks the intellectual paradigm requiring non western histories and cultures to be compared to the west and allows scholarship on two of the oldest civilizations to be brought together an international group of scholars compare and contrast the modes and conceptions of warfare in china and india providing important original contributions to the growing study of asian military
between may 1948 and december 1951 israel received approximately 684 000 immigrants from across the globe the arrival of so many ethnic linguistic and cultural groups to such a small place in such a short time was unprecedented and the new country was ill prepared to absorb its new citizens the first years of the state were marked by war agricultural failure a housing crisis health epidemics a terrible culture clash and a struggle between the religious authorities and the secular government over who was going to control the state in from india to israel joseph hodes examines israel s first decades through the perspective of an indian jewish community the bene israel who would go on to play an important role in the creation of the state he describes how a community of relatively high status and free from persecution under the british raj left the recently independent india for fear of losing status only to encounter bias and prejudice in their new country in 1960 a decision made by the religious authorities to ban the bene israel from
marring other jews on the grounds that they were not pure jews set in motion a civil rights struggle between the indian community and the religious authority with far reaching implications after a drawn out struggle and under pressure from both the government and the people the bene israel were declared acceptable for marriage a detailed look at how one immigrant community fought to maintain their place within a religion and a society from india to israel raises important questions about the state of israel and its earliest struggles to absorb the diversity in its midst

From India to Israel

2014-05-13

1 the entire syllabus has been divided into sections 2 questions covered in the book contains answers side by side 3 provides recent years general studies questions 4 authentic and detailed solution have been given as per latest pattern 5 each chapter contains variety of questions designed on the line of syllabus in order to crack the hard of the competitions one is required have a vigorous preparations and practice of the subjects bringing you the updated edition of the 6250 objective questions on general studies a compendium of objective questions which will significantly improve the knowledge of the aspiring students this question bank
focuses on Indian history, culture, India, world geography, environment, ecology, Indian polity, Indian economy, general science, technology, general knowledge, and current affairs. Every section is divided into sub-sections as the titles suggest. It contains more than 6250 objective questions covering general studies subjects with authentic and detailed answers to the questions. Aspirants get an insight into the recent examination pattern and the types of questions asked therein. The book is the best preparation material for general studies for UPSC, CSAT, state PCS, CDS, NDA, etc.

**Objective General Knowledge Chapterwise Collection Of 6250+ Questions**

2014-01-01

When a letter from an Indian historian arrives out of the blue and informs leading academic Bart Moore Gilbert that his beloved deceased father, a member of the Indian police before independence, took part in the abuse of civilians, his world is shaken as cherished childhood memories are challenged. He sets out in search of the truth, discovering much about the end of empire, the state of India today, and whether his father as one of the many characters on his quest claims really was a...
terrorist crisscrossing western India and following leads from bustling Mumbai to remote rural locations Moore Gilbert pieces together the truth discovering that the story of his father's life links today's politics with the past's colonial India with its modern incarnation. Terrorism across the ages and father with son. The setting sun is at once an extraordinary meditative voyage across India a story of the dying days of an empire and a gripping family history.

**The Setting Sun**

2001-08

devotees of Sri Datta have always have a curiosity about the life of Swami Samartha while trying to understand his personality his work and the whole purpose of his life. Kardaliwan can hardly be left out as it is a most important part of his biography. It has always been believed to be an inaccessible place and truly very few people have been inside it and yet in spite of its difficult location and the aura of mystery that it carries the forest can be explored if one is so fortunate as to have the blessings of Swami at his back. The author has given many historical references and explanations on various issues connected with Kardaliwan which will help to clear such misunderstandings as prevail in the masses. The work discusses in detail...
different facets of kardaliwan ranging from ecology to spirituality there are also chapters on such topics like annadana penance hospitality the three incarnations of sri datta the holy datta places and various chants with their meaning and importance this makes the work an important reference book for devotees as well as researchers

**Kardaliban**

2014-04-29

中世インドの歴史 の姉妹編

近代インドの歴史

2014-10-16

this engaging volume of memoirs recounts the unique experiences of an english buddhist monk working in the mid 1950s to revive buddhism in the land of its birth sangharakshita s lyrical descriptions evoke the kaleidoscope of the indian landscape in delightful detail with candour he relates his grittier encounters with royalty and
In the Sign of the Golden Wheel

2014-09-19

Western policymakers, political activists, and academics alike see patronage as the chief enemy of open democratic societies. Patronage for them is a corrupting force, a hallmark of failed and failing states, and the obverse of everything that good modern governance ought to be. South Asia poses a frontal challenge for this consensus. Here, the world’s most populous pluralist and animated democracy is also a hotbed of corruption with persistently startling levels of inequality. Patronage as politics in South Asia confronts this paradox with calm erudition. Sixteen essays by anthropologists, historians, and political scientists show from a wide range of cultural and historical angles that in South Asia patronage is no feudal residue or retrograde political pressure, but a political form vital in its own right. This volume suggests that patronage is no foe to South Asia’s burgeoning democratic cultures but may in fact be their main driving force.
Patronage as Politics in South Asia

who is responsible for the mahatma's death just one single but determined fanatic
the whole ideology of hindu nationalism the ruling congress led government
which failed to protect him or a vast majority of indians and their descendants who
considered gandhi irrelevant such questions mean that gandhi even after his tragic
and brutal death continues to haunt india perhaps more effectively in his afterlife
than when he was alive the death and afterlife of mahatma gandhi is a
groundbreaking and profound analysis of the assassination of the father of the
nation and its after effects paranjape argues that such a catastrophic event during
the very birth pangs of a new nation placed a huge burden of oedipal guilt on
indians and that this is the reason for the massive repression of the murder in india
s political psyche the enduring influence of gandhi is analysed including his spectral
presence in indian cinema the book culminates in paranjape s reading of gandhi s
last six months in delhi where from the very edge of the grave he wrought what was
perhaps his greatest miracle the saving of delhi and thus of india itself from
internecine bloodshed this evocative and moving meditation into the meaning of
the mahatma s death will be relevant to scholars of indian political and cultural
history as well as those with an interest in gandhi and contemporary india
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